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Crazy Time game website. Crazy Time is not just an average online game in casino. This is game show

and a popular slot with a money wheel of luck, which resembles the well-known wheel of fortune. The
dealer spins a large upright wheel with 54 sectors. The goal is to guess the sector where the wheel will
stop at the end of the rotation. No computer algorithms. No cheating. Only chance and luck! Crazy Time
is a casino classic game . A game that is loved by millions of players around the world and every year it
is consistently included in the list of the most popular slots in various online casinos. In addition to this,
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there is a video slot on top, which makes it possible to receive certain bonuses. In the case of Crazy
time, the game is played by the croupier, which creates an unrivaled atmosphere of a real casino. The

main difference between the Crazy Time slot is that there are various bonus sectors that represent
individual mini-games that bring very huge winnings to the winners. The essence of the online slot Crazy
Time. The rules of the Crazy Time game are not difficult to remember. So, remember the main points:
The whole drum is divided into 8 groups. Some of these 8 groups are win multipliers (x1, x2, x5, x10),

others denote mini-games (Cash Hunt, Pachinko, Coin Flip and Crazy Time). Bets can be placed on one
or all cells or certain of them. In this case, the amount of the bet for each of the cells can be configured

separately. There are much more bonus sectors with usual multipliers, so x1 - 21, x2 - 14, x5 - 7, x10 - 4.
Accordingly, they appear more often. At the beginning of the game, the dealer accepts bets from the

players and, as soon as the bets are made, spins the reel. At the same time, the video slot starts
spinning. It adds a multiplier to one random sector: either a number or a bonus game. If the multiplier and
the sector coincide horizontally after the spin, then the multiplier is activated; otherwise, the round goes
without a bonus. The drum then stops. The winners are those players who guessed with the bet, that is,
whose bet played. The history of the sectors that have played can be viewed in the lower right corner of

the game screen. You can watch the game Crazy Time for some time without placing bets and
familiarize yourself with the rules. This is convenient because it will give you the opportunity to better

study the features of an online game. Since there is not demo version of the game, this is a way to go.
Bonus games in the Crazy Time slot. Each bonus sector is a separate mini-game. Crazy Time bonus

minigames bring you the biggest wins. There are four of them in Crazy Time: Cash Hunt; Pachinko; Coin
Flip; Crazy time. The difference is in the number of sectors on the drum. Cash Hunt and Pachinko each

occupy 2 sectors on the reel. Coin Flip has 4 sectors and therefore has the highest chance of being
dropped. However, the main bonus game Crazy Time is 1 sector, that is, the minimum chances of falling
out in comparison with others, but provides the maximum win. Cash Hunt. The Cash Hunt minigame is a
108 random multiplier field. For the allotted time you need to choose one of them. At the end, a signal

sounds to determine the final amount. Pachinko. After Pachinko drops out, a wall with many stakes
appears on the screen. There are 16 values at the bottom, each of which is a multiplier. The croupier
launches the ball and, depending on where it falls, determines the final win. The maximum multiplier is
x10,000. Coin Flip. Coin Flip is like playing a coin. The screen displays two circles - blue and red, on

which the winning multiplier is randomly determined. The croupier launches a chip colored in them. A win
or a loss will be awarded depending on the side drawn. The default maximum multiplication is x100.
Crazy Time. After Crazy Time drops out, the croupier moves to a separate room with an even larger

wheel. The player needs to choose one of the 3 markers on top of the reel. It is necessary to catch the
multipliers as many times as possible by choosing one of the labels. The maximum bonus in the Crazy
Time mini-game is x20,000. Video Slot. It is worth remembering about the video slot. If before that a

multiplier for one of the bonus games fell in the video slot, then the winnings will be increased according
to its face value. This is an amazingly huge amount of money to be won in Crazy Time online slot. Useful

information about Crazy Time. Some useful information about the online game Crazy Time, which will
definitely come in handy if you decide to play at an online casino for real money: Maximum video slot
multiplier - x50. Maximum multiplication for 1 bet: x20000. This is the case for the Crazy Time bonus

game with Double / Triple functions. Range of rates from 0.1 usd to 100 usd. The luckiest players can
win up to 500x their bet. The main differences and peculiarities of the Crazy Time game. The game is a
virtual casino with a live dealer. Players place bets on sectors and the leader spins the reel. Those who

guessed the dropped out sector win. Various tactics can be used in the game. Due to the large
multipliers that can appear on the reel, the winning amount can increase several times. Among other
features of the online game Crazy Time, it can also be noted: There is a chat for chatting with other

players and the dealer; Potential winnings can be higher than in other games or slots; Multiplier for bets
or mini-games before each spin; You can bet on all sectors to cover betting costs; The game has a

casino style that creates a special atmosphere; High percentage of RTP (96.08%). Where to play Crazy
Time. We advise you to choose officially licensed online casinos that will provide Crazy Time Evolution
with the highest quality and all the available features for the player. Below is a list of such official online

casinos where we can honestly play the official version of Crazy Time from the creator: FAQ - Frequently
asked questions about Crazy Time. What is the minimum bid? The minimum bet in Crazy Time is 10 US
cents, and the maximum is 1300 US dollares. Is there a chat in the online game? Yes, you can chat with
other players and the host of the game. But do not forget about the rules of decency when chatting in the

game Crazy Time. What do statistics mean in the game interface? The statistics section displays the



winning results for the most recent rounds of the game. What is the game number? Each round of Crazy
Time is identified by a unique game number. For example, number # 21: 10: 10. This number indicates

the start of the game round in GMT: hours: minutes: seconds. If you want to contact support with a
question regarding a specific round, then use this game number. What is Crazy Time multiplayer mode?
If you do not want to be satisfied with what has already been achieved, you can sit at several tables and
play on them simultaneously in one browser window. Does Crazy Time have an autoplay mode? Yes,
autoplay is possible. After you have placed your bet, autoplay allows you to repeat the selected bet or
bets on a certain number of game rounds. To start autoplay, you need to place bets in the betting grid
and click the «Autoplay» button. Online casino for playing Crazy Time. Crazy Time is currently officially

available for fair play in several online casinos: Crazy Time at Pin-Up online casino; Crazy Time at 1win
online casino. 
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